Shear Wave Elastography: A New Assistant Modality in the Diagnosis of Hamartoma
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Introduction
Shear wave elastography (SWE) is a relatively new, promising modality which enables detailed information about tissues mechanical properties [1]. Hamartomas are relatively rare, soft benign breast lesions comprised of glandular and stromal components. The importance of radiological imaging methods increases especially in cases who do not have the typical appearance of hamartomas [2]. Mammography and sonography are effective methods in evaluating morphological features of lesions. However, typical hamartoma appearance can not be identified in breasts which are composed of dense parenchymal pattern, mammographically. Moreover, conventional methods can not reveal stiffness of the lesions. The diagnostic performance may improve by integration SWE into conventional methods in breast lesions. We presented SWE, sonography and mammography findings of patient with giant hamartoma.

Case Report
A 50-year-old female patient who regularly followed admitted to radiology department. On physical examination, a mass lesion was palpated in her left breast. A large well-circumscribed mass filling retroareolar region of left breast was detected on mammography (Figure 1). A heterogenous, hypoechoic mass lesion was sonographically detected on the left breast in diameter 13 cm (Figure 2). The lesion was proved as fibrosis histopathologically and did not progress in mammographic and sonographic follow-up for 5 years. SWE was performed to the lesion whose mammographically and sonographically findings suggesting hamartoma. Many soft areas within lesion were noted on color elasticity mapping. Mean elasticity value was 2.44 m/s and 17.9 kPa on consecutive measurements. Obtained elasticity...
malignant breast lesions from benign with a 86.5% sensitivity, 89.8% specificity, and 88.3% accuracy [6]. Seo, et al. [7] reported that the combination of B-mode US and SWE is significantly increased the diagnostic performance compared with B-mode US alone. In various studies; the reported cutoff values for discriminating malignant breast lesions from benign lesions are ranged from 33 to 93.8 kPa [8,9]. Our patient elasticity value was 17 kPa on consecutive measurements, which was compatible with normal breast parenchyma.

**Discussion**

Hamartomas are generally in the form of soft mobile masses on physical examination [3]. Elastography is the sonographic equivalent of palpation on physical examination [4]. Recently, elastographic measurements were integrated into Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) by American College of Radiology [5]. Thus, SWE may be helpful to recategorize lesions on conventional B-mode ultrasound. SWE increases diagnostic performance of USG in distinguishing breast cancer from benign masses [2]. SWE can discriminate malignant breast lesions from benign with a 86.5% sensitivity, 89.8% specificity, and 88.3% accuracy [6]. Seo, et al. [7] reported that the combination of B-mode US and SWE is significantly increased the diagnostic performance compared with B-mode US alone. In various studies; the reported cutoff values for discriminating malignant breast lesions from benign lesions are ranged from 33 to 93.8 kPa [8,9]. Our patient elasticity value was 17 kPa on consecutive measurement, which was compatible with the recent literature data. Hamartomas are benign lesions but may have atypical appearances and may cause unnecessary biopsy. Especially, he typical hamartoma appearance can not be identified in breasts which are

**Figure 2:** On left craniocaudal MG image; A heterogenous, hypoechoic mass lesion was sonographically detected on the left breast in diameter 13 cm.

**Figure 3:** On SWE evaluation of lesion; many soft areas within lesion were noted on color elasticity mapping (a). Mean elasticity value was 2.44 m/s and 17.9 kPa on consecutive measurements. Obtained elasticity values was compatible with normal breast parenchyma (b,c).
composed of dense parenchymal pattern. Additionally, the more fibroglandular tissue a hamartoma contains, the more mammographically it appears to be dense; which can cause the hamartoma to interfere with the fibroadenoma [10]. In our patient; hamartoma was mammographically seen as a well-circumscribed dense mass lesion. Sonographically, hamartoma was visualized as a heterogeneous, pseudo-capsuled breast tissue composed of fat and fibroglandular tissues. Measured elasticity values were similar to normal breast parenchyma and emphasised the diagnosis of hamartoma. As a matter of fact; hamartomas are disorganized breast tissue composed of fat and fibroglandular tissue [2]. We assume that SWE can enable additional information in difficult cases which have not classical appearances and support the diagnosis.

In conclusion; SWE can be considered as an assistant tool for accurate diagnosis in hamartoma.
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